HOCKEY CANDIDATES

Meeting To Be Held Wednesday
—Plans For The Season.

All candidates for the Hockey Team will meet at 16 Rogers on Wednesday at 1:00 o'clock. Plans for the coming season will be discussed.

Manager Young is unable to announce at the present time the schedule for this year, owing to unsettled conditions at the Arena. The season will probably open with Harvard, and Dartmouth and the Amherst Aggies will also probably be played during December. Games away from Boston include Yale, Dartmouth, Amherst, Andover, Exeter and Williams. The exact dates will be given out as soon as possible.

REPORT WRITING

(Continued from Page Four)

that the report itself may be the more direct. It is intended to convey the facts, to state the reasons for the conclusion and to put the discussion of the subject in comparatively little space.

One of the problems given the men for discussion is: "What are the benefits of the new nickel collecting machine in the subways?" The students have looked into the matter for themselves, and their reports will convey the fact that eighty percent of the passengers into the subway have their own tickets, the company thus saving the 'former expense of charging it for a ticket. They have also reported on the expediency of establishing similar collecting boxes at other stations, Copely Square, for example.

Still another problem was preceded by a lecture by Professor W. K. Lewis, on the dye situation in this country. It was then assumed that the directors of a little factory wish to make dyes. The young men consider the dye situation, the value of the present business, the cost of the change, the decrease in the value of present machinery, and the effect of experts on the board.

These examples serve to show the general nature of the study. The reports are summarized and criticized by the professor. The exercise is one in which some eighty of the Juniors are engaged during the present term. The study strikes directly at what has evidently been a weak point in the efficiency of engineers, who in general are constantly at work in matters of greatest public interest, but on the other hand have hitherto received but a fraction of the publicity which should be their due.